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P R E C I S I O NA C C U R A C Y

P A S S I O N



A G E N C Y  
D E S C R I P T I O N

Initially established in 2018, LOXO PR is an international

public relations consulting firm equipped with an extensive
global network and the newest cutting-edge practices in

today's world of image management, marketing, and crisis

communications. 

By taking the time to imbue accuracy, precision, and passion
into each of our campaigns-- we get our jobs done with an

unprecedented level of skill and professionalism that always

lands on target. 

Most importantly, we help provide clients with the financial

motivation as well as the moral motivation to do so through

corporate social responsibility.  

L O x O

P R
Loxo is a term from Greek mythology that refers to the
Nymph that controlled trajectory, especially that of an arrow. 



L O X O  
P H I L O S O P H Y

A C C U R A C Y

P R E C I S I O N

P A S S I O N ( W I T H  L O V E  F R O M  L O X O )  

We take the time to gather the facts and research current

actions, and all possible future actions/countermeasures to

accurately assess the situation to create the most targeted,

innovative, and efficient campaigns. The arrow is not the

problem--  change the aim. 

We work with our clients on every detail to make sure our

campaigns consistently land on target with exceptional results--

no matter the client or case. Skill is needed to hit a bullseye from

10M away, even more so from 100M. 

Dedicated to taking the initiative to develop campaigns that change

the lives of everyone involved; leaving not one LOXO employees

unaffected, nor our client's employees, nor any stakeholder.  

The passion to maximize this effect is what sets LOXO PR apart. 



L O X O  
V I S I O N  /  M I S S I O N

V I S I O N

M I S S I O N

For our clients know the best way to deal with any situation is to collaborate.  

To remove themselves from the situation, and understand the interests of the other parties; have

a duty not only to themselves but all stakeholders.  

To provide our clients with efficient and effective campaigns that work because they are

accurate, precise, and created with a passion for bettering society and the people within it. 
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O U R  C O N T A C T

US | Christopher Henderson-West 

+1 414 736 6882 

chris@loxo.com

UK | Felix Hartmann 

+44 177 6117110 

felix@loxo.com

LOCAL CONTACTHEADQUARTERS 
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AND  
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MERCURY

Damages the nervous, digestive, and

immune systems, and is a serious

threat to the child development. 

As of May 2, 2018, there are 410.31 parts per million (ppm) of Carbon dioxide (CO2) within the atmosphere that

contributes to global climate change. A large part of this issue is due to the long reliance on Coal energy across the

world, an incredibly dirty and a non-renewable source. The use of coal energy contributes to the increase of CO2

along with:  

SULFUR DIOXIDE 

Linked with asthma, bronchitis, smog,

acid rain, and acidifies lakes and streams.

NITROGEN OXIDES 

Contributes to smog, respiratory

illnesses and lung disease. 

SITUATIONAL  ANALYSIS  

These now discovered and researched effects have led to an increase in research and investment into

unconventional resources(i.e., Wind, Solar, Tidal, and Natural gas) over the last two decades. Hydraulic fracturing for

Natural gas has become very controversial as many countries move away from Coal energy. 



SITUATIONAL  ANALYSIS 

The most significant environmental impacts even arise from the

construction of wells, accidental oil spills, drilling muds, and

potentially toxic “slickwater” (a blend of water and added

chemicals to improve viscosity). 

However, due to abundance and global accessibility, gas prices

have been able to decline. In the US alone, gas bills have dropped

$13 billion per year from 2007 to 2013, as a result of increased

fracking; which adds up to $200 per year for gas-consuming

households. 

22% 

*Common Knowledge and Thoughts on Fracking: 

*A George Mason University Center for Climate Change Communication Survey  

59% 
Thought it was "bad"  

41% 
Thought it was "good" 
(with 8% saying "very good") 

Heard "some" information  about

fracking 



Public Opinion and Knowledge: Many people

have strong beliefs against the usage of fracking

for the extraction of natural gas. A significant

portion of the public does not understand the

effects and reasons for fracking or the usage of

natural gas.

Energy Trust Issues: According to the latest(2016)

Edelman Trust Barometer – which surveyed

33,000 people across 28 countries – the energy

sector (58%) fell sixth out of eight sectors. 

 

Environmental Impacts: Usage of about 600

chemicals can be found in fracking fluid.

Approximately 40,000 gallons of chemicals are

used per fracturing. 

Economic and Labor Impact: According to American

Enterprise Institute, In 2011, the USA produced

8,500,983 million cubic feet of natural gas from shale

gas wells. An average price of $4.24 per thousand

cubic feet, that’s about $36 billion, due to shale gas

alone. 

Less Reliance on Foreign Countries: Unequal

distribution of fossil fuels around the world is a source

of tension amongst countries. With an abundance and

access to more gas deposits worldwide, countries can

rely on themselves to provide energy.  

The Potential for New Markets: Since unconventional

energies are preferred, companies can make a profit

and grow globally. Providing the opportunity to also

take the lead in influencing countries to adapt to new

changes in energy conservation and harnessing,

where they currently may not. 

PROBLEM: OPPORTUNITIES: 



E M P L O Y E E S

L E A D E R S H I P

V I S I O N  A N D  V A L U E S  

I N E O S

INEOS has 18.500 employees and 181 sites in 22 countries.

Most of their employees have spent all their working lives in the chemical or oil industry.

Jim Ratcliffe: Chairman of INEOS since 1998; 

Andy Currie: Director of INEOS since 1999; 

John Reece: INEOS Finance Director since 2000; 

Excellence in safety, health and environmental performance; 

Focus on customer satisfaction, total quality and reliability; 

Encouragement of innovation, entrepreneurship and reward for achievement. 

"Ineo" is Latin for a new beginning, "Eos" is the Greek goddess of dawn and "neos" means something new and
innovative. As a result, the name INEOS represents the "dawn of something new and innovative" 

Flat leadership structure: allows for easier and quicker whole company changes 

Controls 30 subsidiaries 



I N E O S  M E D I A  A N A L Y S I S
SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS

SHALE GAS ACCOUNTS WEBSITE

*

57 Followers @INEOS_Automotive 

156 Likes @INEOSShale 1,871 followers @INEOS_Shale 

848 subscribers 

3,166 Likes across 

5 INEOS Group Accounts 

(2,900 likes @INEOS) 

14,108 Followers across  

10 INEOS Group Accounts  

(8,714 followers @INEOS) 

Mainly a static website used for information.

INCH Magazine has 12 issues and covers a

variety of topics related to INEOS,

petrochemicals, and leadership. 

28 Subscribers for INEOS

Styrolution 

*

  = NO MAIN INEOS GROUP PAGE*

TWITTER FACEBOOK 



EXTERNAL

ANALYSIS    

•  •  •  

GLOBAL



GROUPING   
"A  COUNTRIES"  
Countries with major INEOS manufacturing sites were grouped into three categories after

conducting in-depth SWOT and PEST analysis so that broad stroke strategies can be

implemented with small changes for smooth and easy application across numerous parts of the

world.

Belgium 

Canada 

France 

Germany 

Spain 

Sweden 

Thailand  

UK 

USA 

India 

Italy 

Netherlands 

Norway 



G R O U P I N G
O N E  
A L R E A D Y  D E V E L O P E D  C O U N T R I E S  

Already developed countries that have

stable economies and don’t face any

bigger threats or crisis. These countries

have a good education and are highly

developed in technology.

Belgium 

Canada 

France 

Germany

Countries: 

Netherlands 

Norway 

Sweden 

US 



G R O U P I N G
T W O  
R E L A T I V E L Y  D E V E L O P E D  C O U N T R I E S  

Relatively developed countries that face

some sort of a bigger crisis which affects

big businesses. Such as the on-and-off

economic crisis in Spain.

Italy 

Spain 

Countries: 



G R O U P I N G
T H R E E  
L O W E R  D E V E L O P E D  C O U N T R I E S  

Lower developed countries that have a

high potential for a huge development in

the future. These countries have large and

fast growing markets, but still people face

basic problems concerning their elemental

needs like education, health and access to

an adequate infrastructure.    

India 

Thailand 

Countries: 



EXTERNAL

ANALYSIS    

•  •  •  

LOCAL  (UK)



UNITED  KINGDOM  

POPULATION: 65.64 MILLION 

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE: ENGLISH 

GDP: 2.619 BILLION USD 

The United Kingdom(UK), a parliamentary democracy located in

north-western Europe consists of four relatively independent

countries-regions: England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

The UK government sees the potential and essential utilization of

shale gas; however, community and public engagement is a legal

requirement to begin fracking. 16% of the British public support

shale gas extraction. 

Most of the UK’s electricity is produced by burning fossil fuels,

mainly imported natural gas (42% in 2016) and coal (9% in 2016).

The UK has been a net importer of natural gas since 2004. In 2010,

the UK had around 3.1 billion barrels of proven crude oil reserves,

the largest of any EU member state. 24.5% of the energy sources in

the UK are renewable.



I N E O S  

 

E N E R G Y  S E C T O R  

 

P U B L I C  

 

M E D I A  

 

G O V E R N M E N T  

 

O R G A N I Z A T I O N S  

 

I N F L U E N C E R S  A N D  A D V O C A T E S  

 

T H E  E N V I R O N M E N T  

STAKEHOLDERS  
A Large Petrochemical and Gas Company 

The Local Consumers and Global Suppliers  

Local and global Public 

Local and Global Media 

Local Legislators and Politicians 

Environmental Protection and sustianablity NGOs 

People with large followings that influence key demographics 



INEOS products make a significant contribution to everyday life for

people around the world. They produce the raw materials that are

essential in the manufacturing of a wide variety of goods such as: 

INEOS contributes to the ambitious targets set for their industry

regarding energy efficiency, safety, emission reductions, and innovation

in efforts to keep themselves and other accountable. 

INEOS realizes that sustainability has economic, environmental and

social impacts, and they work to make sure those three factors are

adequately maintained, as they operate and continue to grow. 

PAINTS MEDICINES TEXTILES  TECHNOLOGY MOBILE PHONES 



NON -GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS  

WasteAid is an independent charity (non-profit), created by waste management

professionals to share practical and low-cost waste management skills with communities

in low-income and developing countries. Plastic pollution in the marine environment is a

primary global concern, and helping to tackle this global problem is one of the main

WasteAid initiatives. 

With just 10 dollars, the viability of a recycling start-up in a deprived community increases

significantly.    

"RECOUP is the UK's leading authority on plastics waste and resource management,

providing expertise and guidance to a wide range of clients across the plastics supply, use

and disposal chain." 

RECOUP works with many other leading international plastics recycling organizations to

ensure that it stimulates the implementation of latest best practices and developments

worldwide. 



Earth Hour, organized in cooperation with the World

Wildlife Fund(WWF), unites people to take action on

climate change and protect the planet.  

Every year millions of people and businesses set aside an

hour to host events, switch off their lights and celebrate the

Earth Hour movement. Earth Hour is observed in more

than 178 countries and territories with about 12,700

participating landmarks. 

They have free and available marketing toolkits and

materials to host an event as a family, school, or

corporation. 

Facebook: 1.1M Likes 

Instagram: 57.8K Followers 

Twitter: 169K Followers 

NON -GOVERNMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS  

The world's largest grassroots movement for the environment. 



INFLUENCERS  

Baroness Bryony

Worthington 
UK Environmental

protection Advocate.

Founder of Sandbag. 

Educator, speaker, and

Internet personality. Creator

of 'VSauce.' 

Twitter: 975K Followers 

Facebook: 5.64K Likes 

Instagram: 304K Followers 

Youtube: 13M Subscribers 

Michael Stevens 

Twitter: 5.9K Followers 

LinkedIn: 1K Followers 



TARGET  MEDIA

LOCAL MEDIA GLOBAL MEDIA



STRATEGY  

VISION  

STRATEGIC  AXES  

OBJECTIVES  

TACTICS  



Vision  For   
The  Campaign  

We want to improve the image of INEOS and the relations between

INEOS and local communities, by promoting the search of

unconventional energies and sustainable lifestyle habits in- and

outside of the company. 

We are looking to give INEOS a face separate from a perceived

divisive topic such as fracking, which may taint one's first impression

of the company, to one that portrays INEOS as a pioneer in

sustainable progress to sustainable energy. First, working to change

the perceptions of INEOS, then the perceptions on unconventional

energies/fracking. For the public to become more receptive to INEOS

thoughts on fracking, they must appear approachable, empathic,

genuinely willing to collaborate with the public otherwise people will

not listen. We aim to engage and educate all parties. 

Through this, we hope to have people understand that INEOS

engages in fracking in the UK only to use it as a bridge fuel, as the

country transitions from the more environmentally harmful coal and

nuclear energy to renewable energy sources. 



EDUCATE AND INFORM THE PUBLIC 

PROMOTE ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AND SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLES 

COMMUNICATE TRANSPARENCY AND OPENESS 

INCREASE AND SUSTAIN INTERNAL SUPPORT 

STRATEGIC  AXES  



STRATEGIC  AXES 

The priority is to inform the public, both locally and globally, to make an informed decision on the

debate on fracking and who INEOS is. For the global publics, we want for them to know who

INEOS is, to make the best impression on those who do not know the company already, to increase

the chance that they may be more receptive to their messaging. For the local public, we want

them to have up to date facts on figures that on the process, effects, and reasonings behind

fracking that help them understand that shale gas as a bridge fuel to sustainable energy. 

To engage in fracking and promote unconventional or renewable energy resources, has the

potential to come across as hypocritical. INEOS must do more to align with environmental

protection and a sustainable lifestyle on a level the public can see and understand, to gain trust

and credibility.

1.   EDUCATE AND INFORM THE PUBLIC 

   

2.   PROMOTE ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AND SUSTAINBLITY 

      



STRATEGIC  AXES 

INEOS must cultivate casual and open forum. Rather than denying, spinning, or only highlight

benefits of fracking; INEOS must be open, honest, and transparent about the adverse effects of

fracking. Then, collaborate with people to create actionable outcomes that may fix or help

mitigate those concerns. This will help to ally INEOS with the public, rather than opposing the

public; hence the current use of #INEOSvsThePublic. 

Through our tactics, we want to mobilize INEOS employees to advocate for INEOS and use them to

help spread messaging. We want to provide them with opportunities to cast INEOS in the best of

light that promotes their sustainability initiatives on social media and in their communities. 

3.   COMMUNICATE TRANSPARENCY AND OPENESS 

       

4.   INCREASE AND SUSTAIN INTERNAL SUPPORT 

     



SHORT-TERM  OBJECTIVES  
Educate employees of INEOS about initiatives to gain internal support to help engage

with their local communities

Encourage local public engagement and discourse with INEOS on both online

platforms and in-person  

Accurately communicate to the local public that INEOS is working towards renewable

energy and supports the increasing usage of them. 

Promote materials INEOS makes that are used in day to day life to help establish a

connection between INEOS, local and global communities.  



LONG-TERM  OBJECTIVES  

Reduce the negative stigma around the brand of INEOS, both locally and globally 

Educate and inform the local public on hydraulic fracking 

Liaise with “green”-centric organizations and influencers to help support INEOS mission

of sustainability and to gain trust amongst the public 

Establish a reputation as a company that promotes sustainability and recycling 

Promote continuous research and investigations into the new unconventional resources

by partnering with universities, and other businesses 



T A C T I C S
Internal 

Tactic 1: My Sustainable #INEOSFamily 

Local 

Tactic 2: Open Doors Day 

Tactic 3: The INEOS Recycling Drive Competition 

Global 

Tactic 4: #IAMINEOS 

      

Tactic 5: #INEOSNightofStars 

Tactic 6: #EverydayINEOS 

Sustainability Initiative

Green Week

The #INEOSFamily 

Stories from the Shale 

#IAMINEOS Unconventional Scholar & Grant 

The Global Communications Project 



INTERNAL  

TACTICS  

•  •  •  

MY  SUSTAINABLE  #INEOSFAMILY



MY  SUSTAINABLE  #INEOSFAMILY
In efforts to establish a reputation INEOS as a company that promotes sustainability and recycling, we believe it is

important to educate employees of INEOS about initiatives to gain internal support to help engage with their local

communities. Rather than merely telling them, we want to cultivate an internal culture to show them. It is critical to

invest in this foundation since employees are the most influential advocates. 

SUSTAINABILITY POLICY 

Re-introduce the company wide sustainability policy that will earn LEED and BREEAM certifications. 

THE #INEOSFAMILY 

GREEN WEEK 

Hold workshops and team-building activities throughout the week to foster inter-company relationships. 

Holding a large event specifically for employees and their families to introduce new initiatives and changes. 



MY  SUSTAINABLE  #INEOSFAMILY

SUSTAINABLE POLICY & INITIATIVE 

“All of this is driving the transition towards a resource and energy efficient society, and

the chemical industry has a central role to play in enabling this shift…. Sustainability

and petrochemical industry are not antagonistic, on the contrary. At INEOS,

sustainability is fundamental to how we do business. It is a key driver of innovation.”         

                                                                                                                                                               -INEOS 

We want to promote the current sustainability policy and engrain actionable

effects into the INEOS community by integrating sustainable practices,

informing employees, and making sure employees are invested in the

sustainable parts of the INEOS culture. By increasing INEOS internal

sustainability and green profile, this will allow for an external increase.

Gaining external sponsorship such as Platinum LEED certification or

BREEAM credits such as Energy, Waste, Water, Management, and Health and

Wellness credits, or appearing on Newsweek's list of "Top 500 Green

Companies" would help better INEOS reputation as a "eco-aware" company. 



SUSTAINABLE  POLICY  & INITIATIVE  

Inform employees that they have in stake

in all parts of INEOS 

INFORM 

Put up signs in the bathrooms

highlighting water conservation 

Go digital on your documents 

Purchase plastic and paper products

made out of recycled material 

Put small stickers on computers to

remind employee to fully shut down

Work to have employees invested in

INEOS sustainability initiatives. 

INVEST 

MY  SUSTAINABLE  #INEOSFAMILY

Engrain a sustainable lifestyle

into the workplace 

Offer incentives for employees

to ride the bus or join a carpool 

Create sustainability

challenges, pitting

departments/floors against

each other 

Implement a recognition

program for employees that

champion sustainability 

Share the electricity, water/sewage,

and waste/recycling bills with

employees 

Conduct a waste audit, involving

employees in the collection,

sorting of trash 

Re-visit the policy annually to find

new ways to decrease the INEOS

carbon footprint 

INTERGRATE  



GREEN  WEEK

Release a online quiz to employees that test personal green habits and knowledge to

become a “green-certified” employee. 

Inform of new green challenges, competitions, and outline for the week. 

 

 

Release a virtual module/workshop to help educate and test employees on sustainability

and what INEOS is doing to help the Earth. 

 

 

Handout seeds, saplings, or small plants to employees to take care of in-office or to take

home. 

 

#WednesdaysWeWearGreen 

 

Encourage Carpooling or take other forms of transportation, such as buses or cycling.

Conduct waste audit 

Employees given materials, information, and new INEOS branded wear for the next day.

Notify winners of challenges and competitions and “green-certified” employees. 

IN ORDER TO FURTHER EMPLOYEE INVESTMENT, EDUCATION, AND ENGAGEMENT. 

MY  SUSTAINABLE  #INEOSFAMILY

SUNDAY 

MONDAY 

TUESDAY 

WEDNESDAY 

THURSDAY 

FRIDAY 



GREEN  WEEK
MY  SUSTAINABLE  #INEOSFAMILY

P
L
A
N
T

 A
 S
E
E
D

 (
T
U
E
S
D
A
Y

)

AT HOME QUIZ (SUNDAY)

TRAINING MODULE 

(MONDAY)

ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION 

(THURSDAY)



THE  #INEOSFAMILY

VENUE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SWAG GIVEAWAY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPEAKER 

 

 

 

MY  SUSTAINABLE  #INEOSFAMILY

The culmination of Green Week will be an event specifically for workers and their families,  to announce the winners of the

in-house competitions, announce new initiatives such as the #IAMINEOS Unconventional Scholarship and Research Grant,

and foster more camaraderie between co-workers and departments. 

Such as going to an amusement park(i.e., Six Flaggs,

Paulton Parks) or any place that is enjoyable for

children and adults. Must have a space ample enough

for all the INEOS families in the area to attend. 

Turn those 18.500 employees and their families into

ambassadors who can wear INEOS and INEOS values

into their communities and schools to help spread

word-of-mouth. Giveaway useful items that they may

wear or use on any day and another person can see. 

Events such as these call for the appearance of higher

administration(Jim Ratcliffe) and staff to give

company updates and to foster personal connections

with employees. 



MY  SUSTAINABLE  #INEOSFAMILY

BENEFITS 

TIMELINE 

My Sustainable #INEOSFAMILY will take place annually during the month

of August. Conducting waste audits with employees and sharing

information such the waste/recycling bill, should be a continuous effort. 

Green Week will take place the third week of August. Employees have

children starting school/college soon after, so they will be able to take the

INEOS brand with them.  

COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS 

Employees will have a better understanding of INEOS, what they do, and

what they stand. 

The families will also serve as free and indirect marketing when they

materials out to schools, grocery stores, and do other mundane tasks. 

INEOS Official Social Media

Accounts and Website 

INCH Magazine 

Global Media: TV, Newspaper,

and Radio 

Local Media: TV, Newspaper,

and Radio 



LOCAL  

TACTICS  

•  •  •  

OPENING  DOORS  TO  BUILD  BRIDGES  



OPENING  DOORS  TO
BUILD  BRIDGES  

OPEN DOORS DAY: 

When engaging with the public, it is vital to realize most people

do not trust INEOS as a company nor a source of information. To

change that INEOS must address protests and the concerns of

the parties. By encouraging the public, both globally and locally,

to engage in discourse with INEOS both online and in-person,

provides organic opportunities to communicate that INEOS is

working towards renewable energy and supports the increasing

use of them to build reputation and trust. Establishing itself as a

company that promotes sustainability and recycling (a topic

most people can quickly identify and take part of) will work to

reduce the negative stigma around the INEOS brand and build

credibility. 

“Open the doors” of INEOS to the public to go on tours,

meet workers, and learn more about INEOS and establish

positive connections. 

THE INEOS RECYCLING DRIVE COMPETITION: 

Partner with local schools, to create a recycling drive

competition that involves children from the community. 



OPEN  DOORS  DAY  
“Open the Doors” of INEOS to the surrounding public for one day to create the opportunity for casual

discourse and information. Provide music, food, and other entertainment that could be held on any green

space of an INEOS facility or even a parking lot. Have the option to go on a tour of all the tourable parts of the

facilities; use this to point out sustainable features, initiatives, give background on INEOS, and information on

Fracking.  

BENEFITS 

TIMELINE 

Open Doors Day will be an annual activity that will be the day

counterpart to #INEOSNightofStars.

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS 

Allows for connection to be established between INEOS and

the public, that may not occur in a formal forum setting. 

Educates and informs those in attendance about both INEOS

and Fracking.

INEOS Official Social Media Accounts 

Word-Of-Mouth

Local Media: TV, Newspaper, Radio 



THE  INEOS  RECYCLING  DRIVE
COMPETITION  
'We have a recycling problem, not a plastic problem.' Recycling is simple. It’s easily identifiable. People can

easily take part of it and a great way to further INEOS connection to the local communities. As a company that

aids the production of plastic, teaching to dispose of plastic properly is a more authentic than promoting no

use of plastic. Using the established connection with surrounding schools through 'The Daily Mile' and 'Go Run

For Fun,' collaborate with schools and RECOUP Recycling, to hold a recycling competition throughout the city

to see which student, which class, and which school can collect the most recyclable material. 

BENEFITS 

TIMELINE 

Increase the possibility of INEOS sustainability initiatives being

picked up by the local media 

Promotes INEOS sustainable values and lifestyle. 

The drive competition will run from April 1 until May 17, World

Recycling day.

COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS 

INEOS Official Social Media Accounts and

Website 

School-affiliated Social Media Accounts and

Website 

Local Media: TV, Newspaper, Radio 



GLOBAL

TACTICS  

•  •  •  

#IAMINEOS



# I AM INEOS
On a global scale, we want to focus on education and engagement. Educating the public as to

what INEOS is, what Fracking is, and to promote other unconventional energy sources. And,

working with other organizations help build INEOS reputation and to spread the messaging. 

Stories From The Shale

(Documentary): 

A documentary that will educate

people on the impacts of

Fracking and who INEOS is. 

The Global Communications

Project: 

A way to liaise with Universities

across the world to promote

INEOS as a brand in international

communities as a form of

sponsorship. 

#EverydayINEOS: 

 

Online education about the

effects INEOS products and

Fracking has on everyday life. 

#INEOSNightofStars: 

In collaboration with Earth

Hour and WWF host a

 fundraising event for

WasteAid UK. 

#IAMINEOS Unconventional

Scholar & Grant: 

A non-biased approach to

further research and

advancement of education

relative to the field. 

#IAMINEOS

DIGITAL



STORIES  FROM   
THE  SHALE

John and Vickie 

Sophia and Otto 

Stories from the Shale will be a 60-minute documentary that

will be partially released as an online docu-series in short (30-60

second) segments weekly across social media. The full video will

be released on larger platforms and premiered during the first

#INEOSNightofstars. 

This tactic will serve two different simultaneous purposes.

Personal stories will focus on the impacts of Fracking without

any mention of INEOS. #IAMINEOS sections will focus on the

brand and people of INEOS. Each storyline converging at the

end around INEOS. Narrated by Bryony Worthington. 

Stories of creation and innovation 

Amelia and Mohammad 

PERSONAL STORIES 

#IAMINEOS 



STORIES  FROM  THE  SHALE  |  DOCUMENTARY

PERSONAL   
STORYLINES

Fracking in the US lowered home purchasing costs for

them to buy their first home and provided John a job to

support Vickie and their two kids. 

These will focus on personal stories of those who have been

affected by Fracking in their city/country, or adversely affected

by Fracking not occurring in their city. The stories will solely

focus on the family and the socio-economic benefits of Fracking.

The segments from this section will be released on a separate

social media accounts, rather than across INEOS accounts in the

promotion of the film, but can be shared by INEOS accounts

after the premiere of the documentary. By doing so, the stories

maintain their credibility and mitigate any possible bad press

that may come before the release of the full film. 

Since Fracking wasn’t allowed to start this year in the

UK due to public pushback, Sophia and Otto weren’t

able to find secure jobs and have enough money to

start a family. They eventually moved out of the area. 

JOHN AND VICKIE 

SOPHIA AND OTTO 



STORIES  FROM  THE  SHALE  |  DOCUMENTARY

#IAMINEOS

Byrony Worthington's guides through INEOS facilities 

Talk about who INEOS is and what they aim to achieve

Talk about innovative stories, such as INEOS Ethanol project, to showcase INEOS

pioneering spirit in the search for sustainable energy

These segments will be the counterpart to personal stories, released across INEOS official social media accounts with

the hashtag #IAMINEOS, to focus on the company of INEOS: Background, Values, and what INEOS does. Will highlight

employees, administration, and other “Pro-” stakeholders that could relay who INEOS is. 

AMELIA AND MOHAMMAD (WORKERS) 



STORIES  FROM  THE  SHALE  |  DOCUMENTARY

#IAMINEOS

BENEFITS 

TIMELINE 

COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS 

Allow people to be educated on the issue of Fracking and learn who

INEOS is. 

Allows for the potential of bad press(Negative articles/reviews) to

equal the potential for good press(increased awareness/viewership)

Pre-Production: Aug- Sept 15 

Production/Filming: Sept 20- Nov 30 

Post-Production: Dec- Jan 20 

Segment Releases: Feb 1- Mar 30 

Premiere Date: Mar 30 

Syndication: July 

INEOS Official Social Media Accounts

and Website 

Online Video Services (Netflix, Hulu,

Amazon Video) 

INCH Magazine 

Global Media: TV, Newspaper, and

Radio 

Local Media: TV, Newspaper, and

Radio 

GROUP 1 TIP: GROUP 2 TIP: GROUP 3 TIP: 

Use local and national public

network stations to show the

documentary. The

demographic most likely to

have related political interest

watch those channels.

Produce in physical format or

podcast format, as well, to get

around the challenge of bad

internet service.

Produce the audio of the

documentary in podcast

format, to be easily played over

public radio networks.



#IAMINEOS

#IAMINEOS  UNCONVENTIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP  & GRANT :

We support the mission of renewable energy by investing in our future today. 

The Unconventional INEOS Scholarship will go to two students who have shown commitment to the promotion of

Sustainable and unconventional energy sources that can be used to go into any environment or STEM field at any 4-

year accredited university in the world. 

The Unconventional INEOS Grant will go to help further external research projects on the environment that pertain

to sustainability, climate change, and the search for other unconventional energy sources. 



#IAMINEOS

#IAMINEOS  UNCONVENTIONAL
SCHOLARSHIP  & GRANT :
BENEFITS 

TIMELINE 

COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS Provides opportunity for more unconventional energy

research to occur 

Promotes a sustainable lifestyle 

Promotes the search of alternative energy sources

Announcement: #INEOSFamily Event 

Release Globally and open applications: Septempber 1 

Close Applications: March 30 

Notify Recipants: End of April

INEOS Official Social Media

Accounts and Website 

INCH Magazine 

Global Media: TV, Newspaper,

and Radio 

Local Media: TV, Newspaper,

and Radio 

GROUP 1 TIP: GROUP 2 TIP: GROUP 3 TIP: 

Vigorously promote the

scholarship online to appear in

scholarship searches

Use employees  as

ambassadors for the

scholarship in these countries

to help spread by word of

mouth

Partner with universities and

colleges to promote the grant

application along with helping

spread word of the scholarship

to young students.



#IAMINEOS

THE  GLOBAL
COMMUNICATIONS
PROJECT  

The Global Communications Project(GlobCom) allows

INEOS to collaborate with universities across the world to

help spread messaging and bolster the INEOS reputation,

created after this campaign.The Global Communications

Project has worked with companies on multiple projects

before. Returning to GlobCom to increase INEOS brand-

awareness, in countries where they lack representation or

do not currently operate, would take strides into defining

the INEOS brand as innovative pioneers and leaders.  

As a company with a reputation to promote sustainability

and unconventional energies, by educating these countries

to use alternative resources for energy independence, INEOS

would be able to take the lead in influencing countries in

energy harnessing.  

A brand awareness campign may allow for students to

connect more with the project, unlike the 2018 project. 



#IAMINEOS

THE  GLOBAL
COMMUNICATIONS  PROJECT  

The Global Communications project usually runs

from early March through early June.

BENEFITS 

Provides INEOS the opportunity to boost their improved image in new

countries 

Allows for further development of the partnership between INEOS and

Universities across the world 

Allows for indirection promotion and spread of information of INEOS and

their values through the students, their school, and their social media

accounts

TIMELINE 

INEOS Official Social Media

Accounts and Website 

Affiliated University and college

social media and websites 

Global Media: TV, Newspaper, and

Radio 

Local Media: TV, Newspaper, and

Radio 

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS 

ALREADY SUCCESSFULLY  

ADAPTED FOR GLOBAL PUBLIC 



# I N EOSN I GH TOF S TARS
In collaboration with Earth Hour and WWF sponsor large fundraising events for WasteAid UK in each of the 22 countries

where INEOS is represented to highlight sustainability and show a commitment to protecting the Earth.  We will screen

‘Stories from the Shale’ during the hour local musicians and food from local communities. The event will have information

booths from WasteAid UK on recycling and other sponsors/businesses who would like a booth and to take part as well. 

FUNDRAISING: 

A GoFundMe fundraiser will go live at the beginning of the week, to start promoting the event. And, will run until the end of

the #INEOSNightofstars. INEOS will pledge to match the donation up until a certain amount. 

ALREADY SUCCESSFULLY  

ADAPTED FOR GLOBAL PUBLIC 

TIMELINE: 

March 30th 2019, 8:30 PM. This will

be at the end of Open Doors Day.  

COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS: 

INCH Magazine 

Word-Of-Mouth

Earth Hour Website and list of
Earth Hour Events 

Global Media: TV, Newspaper,
and Radio 

Local Media: TV, Newspaper,
and Radio

INEOS Official Social Media
Accounts and Website 



We make the first impression of INEOS one that separated from the current negative stigma around the

brand of INEOS. Promote materials INEOS makes that are used in day to day life to help establish a

connection between INEOS, local and global communities. We aim to educate the global publics on who

INEOS is and what Hydraulic Fracturing is through two main channels: 

#EVERYDAYINEOS

INEOS SOCIAL POSTS 

ONLINE EDUCATIONAL MEDIA 

Posting weekly on social media, products that INEOS contributes to that people use on an everyday basis.  

Partnering with popular educational content makers who have the ability to easily communicate an

unbiased report as to what Fracking is and the impacts. Education on fracking cannot come directly from

INEOS because that it is a biased source of information. Alternative outlets and media are needed in order

to maintain the legitimacy of facts or weight of opinion. 



INEOS is primarily known for Fracking and plastics; two things thought to be, very harmful things to the

planet. INEOS must broaden people's horizons for them to listen, understand, and believe. 

We want to help people realize that if they protest or boycott INEOS, then they should probably throw out

their salt; dispose of all their canola oil; stop buying koshered meats; take the paint off their walls. We want

them to realize that INEOS contributes to products they use-- every day. 

For INEOS to survive, people must survive-- to buy their products. Which means Earth must stay livable and

inhabited. 

#EVERYDAYINEOS  SOCIAL  POSTS

#EVERYDAYINEOS



The videos, created by these online outlets, will seek to

answer the following questions and communicate

knowledge in a simplified, easy to understand way: 

#EVERYDAYINEOS

ONLINE
EDUCATIONAL  MEDIA

What is Fracking? 

What does the process involve? 

Why may it be necessary?  

What does are the impacts?  

How are companies trying to curve

negative effects? 

What products does this process

create that we use in everyday life?



#EVERYDAYINEOS
BENEFITS

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

TIMELINE

GROUP 1 TIP: GROUP 2 TIP: GROUP 3 TIP:

Creating a short video series going

through an average person home

one room at a time pointing out

what products INEOS contributes

would be effective in these

countries.

Emphasizing the effect that

fracking helps countries become

energy independent while they

transition to sustainable energy

would be effective in these

countries.

INEOS Official Social Media Accounts
and Website 

Influencer and collaborators Social
Media and Websites 

Global Media: TV, Newspaper, and
Radio 

Local Media: TV, Newspaper, and
Radio 

Engages a global audience to establish a casual connection. 

Promotes multiple facets of INEOS seem unrelated to Fracking. 

Allows for the public to receive a neutral report on Fracking.

#EverydayINEOS posts will start to be curated and scheduled
during August.  

The posts will be released weekly from September to end of
the campaign. 

Videos made through educational Online Media will come out
periodically.

Having proper translations and

subtitles will help those who may

speak a different language other

than English.



TIMELINE



INTERNAL
A U G U S T  2 0 1 8 / 1 9

TASK WEEK  1 WEEK  2

The  # INEOSFamily

WEEK  3 WEEK  4

Review /Send  Out  Updated

Sustainabil ity  Policy

Conduct  Waste  Audit

Start  Integration  of  Policy

Finish  Integration  of  Policy

Inform  (Sharing  of  Bil ls ,  etc . )

Invest

Green  Week

Non-recycled  paper  and  plastics

phased  out

Conduct  Waste  Audit  w /  Employees



OVERALL
Y E A R  C A M P A I G N

AUG DEC

Open Doors Day

Recycling Drive Competition

#INEOSNightofStars

JAN FEBSEPT OCT NOV MAR APR MAY JUN JULY

My Sustainable #INEOSFamily

#IAMINEOS Scholarship & Research Grant

Global Communications Project

PRE-PRODUCTION

#EverydayINEOS: Educational Videos

T  edED D ISCOVERY UKV SAUCE K HAN ACADEMY

#EverydayINEOS: Weekly Social Media Posts

PRODUCTION POST-PRODUCTION RELEASE SEGMENTS

Stories From The Shale

APPLICATIONS OPEN



BUDGET



BUDGET  OVERVIEW
INTERNAL 

MY SUSTAINABLE

#INEOSFAMILY 
$1,073,403 



BUDGET  OVERVIEW
LOCAL 

OPEN DOORS DAY $36,200 

THE INEOS

RECYCLING DRIVE

COMPETITION 

$12,000 



BUDGET  OVERVIEW
GLOBAL 

STORIES FROM

THE SHALE 
$15,500 

THE GLOBAL

COMMUNICATIONS

PROJECT 

$3,000 

#IAMINEOS

UNCONVENTIONAL

SCHOLARSHIP & GRANT 

$148,000 

#EVERYDAYINEOS $3,500 

#INEOSNIGHTOFSTARS $81,500 



BUDGET  TOTAL
LOCAL

48.2K 

Advertising and Marketing

Recycled Material

Collection/ Transportation 

Entertainment and Food

INCLUDES: 

1.07M 

Advertising and Marketing 

Plants and Seeds 

Location Rentals in 22

Countries 

Swag and Materials for 18k

Employees 

INCLUDES: 

GLOBAL 

251.5K 

Entertainment and AV in

22 countries 

Online Advertising 

Film Crew and Editing 

INCLUDES: 

TOTAL CAMPAIGN                                                               $1,369,700 

INTERNAL



EVALUATION  



EVALUATION  OF
INTERNAL  TACTICS  
MY SUSTAINABLE #INEOSFAMILY 

Analyze how many people complete the at home quiz 

Analyze how many people complete the virtual module 

Compare 2018 results to 2019 virtual module results 

Analyze the usage of  #INEOSFamily and #IAMINEOS during the month of August 

Analyze how many people share other peoples posts 

Analyze how many people visit INEOS social media pages 

Analyze the how many seeds are distributed to employees 

Compare waste and recycle rates from the beginning of August to the end of August 

Compare the waste/recycle audit 2018 to audit 2019 

Analyze how many employees attend #INEOSFamily events 

Compare parking lot utilization rates before Green Week, during(carpool Thursday), and after 

Analyze how many people participate in #Wednesdayweweargreen 

Analyze the number of new materials and SWAG were distributed



EVALUATION   
OF  LOCAL  TACTICS  

OPEN DOORS DAY 

Analyze how many people attend the event 

Analyze how many go on a tour 

Analyse how much informational materials were distributed 

Analyze how many people visit INEOS social media pages 

THE INEOS RECYCLING DRIVE COMPETITION 

Analyze how many schools participate 

Analyse amount of recycled material is collected 

Analyze media penetration, online and locally, of the Competition 



EVALUATION   
OF  GLOBAL  TACTICS  
STORIES FROM THE SHALE | DOCUMENTARY 

Analyze the number of people in attendance at #INEOSNightofStars to watch

"Stories from the Shale" 

Analyze the number views across social media 

Analyze the number views across streaming platforms 

Analyze ratio of positive vs negative engagement for each released clip 

Analyze how much of the video people watch on Youtube 

SCHOLARSHIP AND RESEARCH GRANT 
Analyze the number of applicants 

Analyze the ratio of positive vs. negative media penetration 

Analyze the number of views of the announcement video 

Analyze the number of shares the video has on social media 

Analyze page views of the INEOS website and application homepage 

GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT 
Analyze the participation rate of the students 

Analyze the viability of presented ideas 

Analyze the usage of INEOS branding or hashtags across students social media 

Analyze the usage of INEOS branding or hashtags across university-affiliated

websites and social media 



EVALUATION   
OF  GLOBAL  TACTICS  
#INEOSNIGHTOFSTARS 

Analyze the usage of the #INEOSNightofStars 

Analyze the engagement with #INEOSNightofStars post 

Analyze the how people share other peoples posts 

Analyze how many people visit INEOS website and social media pages 

Analyze how much money is donated to WasteAidUk 

Analyze how much information and material is distributed 

Analyze how many people attend the event 

Analyze how many employees attend the event 

Analyze media penetration, globally and online, of the event 

Analyze how many marks "interested" or "going" on Facebook 

#EVERYDAYINEOS 

Analyze social media engagement and interaction with posts 

Analyze how many people share or retweet the posts 

Analyze how many people share or retweet each video 

Analyze ratio of positive vs negative engagement for each video 



EVALUATION  OF   
SHORT-TERM  OBJECTIVES  
EDUCATE EMPLOYEES OF INEOS ABOUT INITIATIVES TO GAIN INTERNAL SUPPORT TO HELP

ENGAGE WITH THEIR LOCAL COMMUNITIES 

Compare 2018 results to 2019 results of the virtual module 

Analyze the usage of  #INEOSFamily and #IAMINEOS 

Analyze the employee involvement in waste/recycle  

Analyze how many employees attend #INEOSFamily events 

Analyze the number of new materials and SWAG were distributed 

ENCOURAGE LOCAL PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT AND DISCOURSE WITH INEOS ON BOTH ONLINE

PLATFORMS AND IN-PERSON 

Analyze how many people come to INEOS sponsored events 

Analyze the number and of interactions on the released clips from "Stories from the Shale" 

Analyse the engagement with INEOS on social media posts 



EVALUATION  OF   
SHORT-TERM  OBJECTIVES  
ACCURATELY COMMUNICATE TO THE LOCAL PUBLIC THAT INEOS IS WORKING TOWARDS

RENEWABLE ENERGY AND SUPPORTS THE INCREASING USAGE OF THEM. 

Analyze the local social media engagement and interaction with the Documentary "Stories

from the Shale" and released clips 

Analyze how many people attend Open Doors Day 

PROMOTE MATERIALS INEOS MAKES THAT ARE USED IN DAY TO DAY LIFE TO HELP

ESTABLISH A CONNECTION BETWEEN INEOS, LOCAL AND GLOBAL COMMUNITIES.  

Analyze the number of views of the #EverydayINEOS posts 

Analyze the amount and kinds of interaction with #EverydayINEOS posts 

Analyze the number views to INEOS website and Product finder 

Analyze the number clicks on the link to the INEOS website on the #EverdayINEOS posts 

Analyze the ratio of positive and negative engagement with INEOS and #Everyday INEOS posts 



EVALUATION  OF   
SHORT-TERM  OBJECTIVES  
REDUCE THE NEGATIVE STIGMA AROUND THE BRAND OF INEOS BOTH LOCALLY AND GLOBALLY 

Analyze the performance of negative INEOS hashtags vs. positive INEOS hashtags 

Analyze the performance of negative INEOS articles vs.  positive INEOS articles 

Analyze the number of public protest before and after the campaign 

EDUCATE AND INFORM THE LOCAL PUBLIC ABOUT HYDRAULIC FRACKING 

Analyze the views of the educational online videos 

Analyze how many people watched the documentary "Stories from the Shale" 

Analyze how many people watch the released clips from the documentary, "Stories from the Shale" 

Analyze amount of informational materials distributed throughout the campaign 



EVALUATION  OF   
LONG-TERM  OBJECTIVES  
LIAISE WITH “GREEN”-CENTRIC ORGANIZATIONS AND INFLUENCERS TO HELP SUPPORT

INEOS MISSION OF SUSTAINABILITY AND TO GAIN TRUST AMONGST THE PUBLIC 

Analyze how many organizations set up booths at Open Doors Day and #INEOSNightofstars 

Analyze how the number of organizations that co-sponsor the WasteAid UK fundraiser 

ESTABLISH A REPUTATION AS A COMPANY THAT PROMOTES SUSTAINABILITY AND RECYCLING 

Analyze the number of positive articles related to INEOS that are connected to sustainability and recycling 

Analyze the perception results from the beginning of the campaign versus the end of the campaign 

PROMOTE CONTINUOUS RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE NEW UNCONVENTIONAL

RESOURCES BY PARTNERING WITH UNIVERSITIES, AND OTHER BUSINESSES 

Analyze how many research grant applicants are submitted 



SOURCES



SOURCES
HTTPS://WWW.BROOKINGS.EDU/BLOG/BROOKINGS-NOW/2015/03/23/THE-ECONOMIC-BENEFITS-OF-FRACKING/ 

HTTPS://WWW.CONSERVE-ENERGY-FUTURE.COM/BENEFITS-AND-DANGERS-OF-FRACKING.PHP 

HTTPS://WWW.USNEWS.COM/NEWS/ARTICLES/2013/05/29/SURVEY-MANY-AMERICANS-DONT-KNOW-WHAT-

FRACKING-IS 

HTTPS://WWW.NPR.ORG/2013/09/16/223122924/DESPITE-LEAKS-DURING-PRODUCTION-NATURAL-GAS-STILL-

BETTER-THAN-COAL 

HTTPS://WWW.WEFORUM.ORG/AGENDA/2016/04/THE-OIL-INDUSTRY-HAS-A-TRUST-PROBLEM-CAN-THE-INDUSTRY-

PUT-THAT-RIGHT/ 

HTTPS://WWW.PRESS8.COM/WHAT-IS-A-SUSTAINABILITY-POLICY-AND-WHY-YOUR-COMPANY-NEEDS-ONE/ 

HTTPS://EAZYSAFE.COM/BLOG/ENVIRONMENTAL-AWARENESS/PROMOTING-SUSTAINABLE-ENVIRONMENTAL-

PRACTICES-IN-YOUR-WORKPLACE/ 

HTTPS://WWW.BREEAM.COM/DISCOVER/HOW-BREEAM-CERTIFICATION-WORKS/ 

HTTP://WWW.RECOUP.ORG/P/5/WHAT-WE-DO  

HTTPS://WWW.EARTHHOUR.ORG/ 

HTTPS://WASTEAID.ORG.UK/ 

HTTPS://WWW.REUTERS.COM/ARTICLE/US-HONGKONG-ENVIRONMENT-PLASTIC/HONG-KONG-FISH-FEEDING-ON-

PLASTIC-POSE-POSSIBLE-TOXIC-RISK-GREENPEACE-IDUSKBN1HU0C5 

HTTPS://WWW.THEGLOBEANDMAIL.COM/WORLD/VIDEO-HONG-KONGS-PLASTIC-EATING-FISH-POSE-A-TOXIC-RISK-

GREENPEACE/ 

HTTPS://WWW.GREENPEACE.ORG/INTERNATIONAL/PRESS-RELEASE/16108/GREENPEACE-EXPEDITION-REVEALS-

NEW-IMAGES-OF-LIFE-IN-THE-AMAZON-REEF/ 

HTTPS://WWW.GREENPEACE.ORG/INTERNATIONAL/STORY/16087/WANT-A-FAIRER-FASHION-INDUSTRY-THIS-IS-

WHAT-YOU-CAN-DO/ 

HTTP://WWW.SCMP.COM/NEWS/HONG-KONG/HEALTH-ENVIRONMENT/ARTICLE/2142968/GREENPEACE-HEALTH-

WARNING-AFTER-PLASTIC-FOUND-FISH 

HTTP://WWW.ALPEK.COM  

HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/EXPLORE/TAGS/FRACKOFFINEOS/ 

HTTPS://WWW.INDEPENDENT.CO.UK/LIFE-STYLE/FASHION/VIVIENNE-WESTWOOD-ANTI-FRACKING-INEOS-

PROTEST-LONDON-FASHION-WEEK-A8215306.HTML 



SOURCES
HTTPS://WWW.FOODANDWATEREUROPE.ORG/WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/2018/02/FOOD-AND-WATER-EUROPE-

INEOS-TALK-TOUR-YORKSHIRE_6-27.PDF 

HTTP://FRACK-OFF.ORG.UK/COMPANIES/INEOS/ 

HTTPS://WWW.SCIENCEDIRECT.COM/SCIENCE/ARTICLE/PII/S0306261914008745 

HTTPS://WWW.INEOS.COM/GLOBALASSETS/INEOS-GROUP/BUSINESSES/INEOS-

UPSTREAM/LITERATURE/REASONS-FOR-EXTRACTING-V5.PDF 

HTTPS://WWW.INEOS.COM/BUSINESSES/INEOS-DENOS/WHO-WE-ARE/ 

HTTPS://WWW.INEOS.COM/COMPANY/#OUR-PROFILE 

HTTP://WWW.E-BUZINESS.NET/AR/INDEX.PHP/MENUSECTION/ARTICLE-TYPE/-الطاقة-الشمسية/991-المخاطر-الناتجة-عن

استخدام-وتركيب-الطاقة-الشمسية-وتوصيات-لتجنبها  

HTTPS://QZ.COM/1192753/A-CARBON-TAX-KILLED-COAL-IN-THE-UK-NATURAL-GAS-IS-NEXT/ 

HTTP://WWW.UKENERGYWATCH.ORG  

HTTPS://WWW.FT.COM/CONTENT/638E1DC6-1BB2-11E7-BCAC-6D03D067F81F  

HTTP://WWW.RUSSIA-DIRECT.ORG/OPINION/REALIZING-RUSSIAS-RENEWABLE-ENERGY-POTENTIAL-2017 

HTTPS://WWW.FORBES.COM/FORBES/WELCOME/?

TOURL=HTTPS://WWW.FORBES.COM/SITES/NIKOLAIKUZNETSOV/2017/01/11/RUSSIAS-ENERGY-SECTOR-COULD-

THRIVE-IN-2017/&REFURL=&REFERRER= 

HTTPS://WWW.SCIENCEDIRECT.COM/SCIENCE/ARTICLE/PII/S1364032199000027?VIA%3DIHUB  

HTTPS://WWW.SCIENCEDIRECT.COM/SCIENCE/ARTICLE/PII/S0301421510000844?VIA%3DIHUB 

HTTPS://RUSSIANSEARCHMARKETING.COM/RISE-OF-TECHNOLOGY-IN-RUSSIA/ 

HTTP://WWW.EY.COM/PUBLICATION/VWLUASSETS/EY-WHERE-THE-TECHNOLOGY-MARKET-IS-HEADING-

PROSPECTS-FOR-RUSSIA-ENG/$FILE/EY-WHERE-THE-TECHNOLOGY-MARKET-IS-HEADING-PROSPECTS-FOR-

RUSSIA-ENG.PDF 

HTTPS://WWW.AWARAGROUP.COM/BLOG/NEW-RUSSIAN-LAWS-2018/ 

HTTP://WWW.NORTONROSEFULBRIGHT.COM/KNOWLEDGE/PUBLICATIONS/117674/RECENT-CHANGES-TO-

RUSSIAN-LEGISLATION  

HTTP://WWW.ECO.ORG.NZ/KEY-ISSUES/MINING/FRACKING.HTML 

HTTPS://WWW.USGS.GOV/FAQS/HOW-HYDRAULIC-FRACTURING-RELATED-EARTHQUAKES-AND-TREMORS?QT-

NEWS_SCIENCE_PRODUCTS=0#QT-NEWS_SCIENCE_PRODUCTS 



SOURCES
HTTP://WWW.MFE.GOVT.NZ/SITES/DEFAULT/FILES/MANAGING-ENVIRONMENTAL-EFFECTS-OF-ONSHORE-PETROLEUM-

DEVELOPMENT-ACTIVITIES-PDF.PDF  
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